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From November 3-6, 2016, Baylor's Model Organization of American States (MOAS) team participated in events held at Texas State University to debate policies in the Western Hemisphere along with other universities from Texas, Louisiana, and Mexico. Speakers included OAS Assistant Secretary General Ambassador Nestor Mendez, the keynote speaker, and Ambassadors Jim Creagan and Floyd S. Cable. This model marked the twentieth anniversary of the establishment of the model and included an academic conference and mock trial competition. Baylor students represented Brazil and Chile and presented resolutions covering a wide variety of economic, security, budgetary, and social issues.

Baylor's representatives earned a number of distinctions:
- Secretary General-Elect, 2017 ESMOAS (Parker Wooden)
- Outstanding Position Paper Award (Brazil Delegation)
- Distinguished Position Paper Award (Chile Delegation)
- Distinguished Ambassador Award (Brendan Smith)
- Outstanding Rapporteur Award (Emily Kleinburg)
- Outstanding Delegate from SSD Award (Brendan Smith)
- Outstanding Delegate from SMS Award (Parker Wooden)
- Distinguished Delegate from SAF Award (Hannah Luce)
- Outstanding Written Resolution from SEDI Award (Maddy Abdallah)
- Distinguished Written Resolution from SSD Award (Clayton Jelinek)
- Distinguished Written Resolution from SMS Award (Parker Wooden)

Presentation

Introduction and Structure of the MOAS Class: Lawson Sadler
Parliamentary Procedures Workshop: Torin Peterson
About Position Papers: Clayton Jelinek
About Resolutions: Arianna Gomez
Caucusing: Rafael Silva Ramirez
Debating: Maddy Abdullah
Networking: Victoria Harrison
Ambassador & Assistant Secretary General: Andrew Salinas
First Experience in Committee: Audrey Chisum
Role of the Secretary General: Parker Wooden
Role of the Chairperson: May Atassi
Role of the Rapporteur: Emily Kleinburg, Mario Rangel Valenzuela
Head Delegate: Gaby McCormack
General Committee Crisis Scenario: Gaby McCormack
Secretariat of Multidimensional Security: Justin Plescha
Executive Secretariat for Integral Development: Ross McLaughlin
Secretariat for Strengthening Democracy: Brendan Smith
Secretariat for Administration and Finance: Hannah Luce
Joint Declaration in Budget Committee: Makayla Gorden
General Committee & President: Andrew Salinas
Public Speaking: Emily Kleinburg
Elections and Awards: Nate Chinnery
What is Next?
- WMOAS: Mucia Flores
- MOEA: Mucia Flores
- Conclusions: Andrew Salinas